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II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Project Overview

The specific aim of this project is to develop an advanced millimeter wave (mm-wave) radar whole body im-
aging system using a custom-designed elliptical toroid reflector, which allows multiple overlapping beams for 
focused wide-angle illumination to speed data acquisition and accurately image strongly inclined body sur-
faces. For the primary subproject, we have extended the Blade Beam Reflector concept developed previously 
in Project R3-A.1 [1-3], from a single illuminating antenna into a multi-beam Toroidal Reflector, with multiple 
feeds both for transmitted and received waves. Each feed generates a different incident beam with different 
viewing angles, while still maintaining the blade beam configuration of narrow vertical slit illumination in the 
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vertical direction. The entire antenna is translated vertically, and the images in each vertical slice are stacked 
to form a 3D reconstructed body surface. Translation occurs only in one dimension for faster operation than 
2D raster scan systems [4, 5]. Having multiple transmitters provides horizontal resolution and imaging of a 
full 120 degrees of body.  Furthermore, the reflector can simultaneously be used for receiving the scattered 
field with high gain, overlapping, high vertical resolution beams for each transmitting or receiving array el-
ement. The multistatic transmitting and receiving array configuration sensing avoids dihedral artifacts from 
body crevices and reduces non-specular drop-outs that are present with existing fielded AIT systems [6-8]. 
A second subproject using hardware and expertise originally contributed by Rapiscan, Inc., with funding 
from the John Adams Innovation Institute, is to conduct a proof of concept experiment with an On-the-Move 
hallway person scanner. The system is configured with two rows of sensors in a parallel-plate structure (a 
2D simulation of the eventual 3D walls), one on each side of the path a subject would walk on. These sensors 
cooperate with each other: the mm-wave signals are transmitted on one wall and received on both, and then 
transmitted on the other and received on both. This patent-pending configuration provides for imaging of 
not only the subject’s left and right sides, but also his front, as he approaches, and back, as he recedes. Our 
experiment is providing a proof-of-concept of the full 360 degree imaging of a person moving in a straight 
line, without turning or facing either side. Innovations in this project have resulted from partnering with 
Smiths Detection, Inc. Using a raster-scanned flying focused spot, enabled with the eqo system, will eliminate 
the largest barrier for the on-the move system, that of the need for thousands of transmitting and receiving 
radar modules for 3D sensing. Since the single frequency eqo system instantaneously generates a focused 
spot by electro-optically configuring reflective elements in a 1 by 2 m array, a full sensing aperture is attained 
with only a single transmitter and single receiver. By reconfiguring the eqo system to cooperate across both 
sides of the walking subject, a full 360 degree body reconstruction is possible without requiring the subject 
to change direction or gait.

B. Year Two (July 2014 through June 2015) Biennial Review Results and Related Actions to Address 

The Biennial Review panels appreciated the innovation and research results of Project R3-A.3, and agrees 
with the claims that it is advancing the state of the art in AIT. The report recognizes that the elliptical to-
roidal reflector antenna concept provides more signal and gathers more information cost-effectively than 
conventional systems, and that although bugs have to be worked out, the concept should advance the person- 
scanning paradigm.

C. State of the Art, Technical Approach, and Major Contributions in Year 4

C.1.	 Advanced	Portal	Detection	with	Elliptical	Torus	Reflector	System

The main effort for Project R3-A.3 in Year 4 was to design a fixed filled array of inexpensive custom-config-
ured elements to feed the elliptical torus reflector. This fixed array would replace the swinging arm that has 
been generating test data in the previous year. While the swinging arm provides arbitrarily dense sampling 
of the scattered mm-wave field, it is mechanically too slow for practical use with living, moving humans 
who breathe and fidget. The challenge has been to build radio frequency (RF) electronics boards that can be 
packed closely enough together, to avoid antenna blockage and sub-optimal positioning. 
Figure 1 (on the next page) is a drawing of the elliptical torus reflector and its associated focal points. Figure 
2 (on the next page) shows a photograph of the reflector installed in the laboratory with transmitter and re-
ceiver circuit boards in position.
The intended hardware subcomponents are shown in Figure 3 (on the page following the next) for a single 
transmitter (1_Tx) RF circuit board, and a four-receiver (4_Rx) circuit board.  The transmitter circuit has been 
extensively redesigned to fit well with the already-existing receiver board in a compact manner.
With this configuration, the Rx board elements are spaced every 17 mm, corresponding to a 1.8 degree angle 
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over the 55 cm radius focal arc at 51 cm from the reflector. Furthermore, the distance from the edge of the 
board to the center of the first element is 28 mm, which corresponds to a 2.9 degree angle over the focal arc. 
The transmitter tab section, which contains the 60 GHz chip and integrated antenna is 18 mm wide.
The proposed architecture consisting of 7 Tx and 48 Rx elements is shown in Figure 4 (on the next page). 
This figure illustrates the arrangement of the Tx (blue) and Rx (red) elements over the focal arc. Note that 
for beam radiating in the negative range direction, toward the reflector, there is no blockage from adjacent 
receiver boards.

Figure 1: Elliptical torus reflector, its rotation axis, circular primary focal arc on the z = -0.2 plane, and secondary ellipse 
focal point on the yellow x = 0 plane. Both transmitting and receiving antenna feeds on the primary focal arc face the 
reflector, and they generate blade beams. Each blade beam is focused as a narrow line that passes perpendicularly 
through the secondary focal point on the plane inclined for each feed position. 

Figure 2: Elliptical torus reflector, receiver and transmitter boards on circular primary focal arc facing the reflector, and 
a metal box test object at secondary ellipse focal point.
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Figure 3: Four receiver array circuit board and proposed T-shaped compact transmitter design.

Figure 4: Element arrangement over the focal arc, showing positions of antenna elements and extent of their  
supporting circuit boards. The transmit and receive elements illuminate and observe downward, toward the reflector 
(not shown).
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The idea behind the placement of transmitters and receivers is unconventional, but effective. Using theory 
suggested in Project R3-A.2, we extended the design to include 7 transmitters, uniformly positioned at 0, 
+/- 16.7, +/- 33.3 and +/- 50.0 degrees at radius 55 cm, and 48 receivers capturing information spaced at 
multiples of 1.8 degrees. Ray paths for this geometry (showing every one receiver path and in alternating 
colors for visual clarity) are indicated in Figure 5a for the 0 degrees transmitter excitation and Figure 6a (on 
the next page) for the 50.0 degrees transmitter. The paths for the other transmitters are similar. Collimated 
rays from each transmitter are traced to specular points on the circular target object (radius 15 cm), reflect-
ed according to Snell’s Law, traced back to reflector points, and then reflected to true receiver positions on 
the 55 cm radius primary focal arc. The final segment on each ray path is from the receiver back along the 
angle corresponding to receiver/rotation-center angle. A detail of the ray paths at the target object is shown 
in Figures 5b and 6b (on the next page). The parallel rays from the centered transmitter each reflect from 
the intersected torso target contour point at the specular angle corresponding to a ray parallel to one of the 
64 receiver/reflector center rays. Thus, each of these transmitted rays is received by one of the 64 separate 
receivers, and each intersected target point is illuminated and observed. When 7 transmitters are used, 448 
distinct specular points on the circular target arc are separately observed. This leaves very few neglected 
points in the reconstructed image. The uniqueness of each specular point observation is due to the formula 
for the transmitter positions:

θTx = 0, +/- n(m-1/4) δθ;
where δθ = 1.8 degrees; n = 1,2,3 (enumerating the transmitters); and m = 9 (for transmitters every 9 receiv-
ers and covering +/- 50.0 degrees of illumination). With this antenna array element configuration, we bal-
ance the complete and even sampling of specular reflection points on the target object (approximate human 
torso) with a uniform and maximal coverage of the target surface.

Figure 5: a) Ray paths for elliptical torus reflector—top view of horizontal central plane—showing rays originating at 
the central (0 degrees) feed point on the focal arc with radius roughly 1/2 the reflector radius, reflecting from the cir-
cular reflector contour, and then intersecting the target circular arc with radius about 1/6 of the reflector radius at the 
same points as the collimated rays from the central transmitter; and b) detail of specular points on target. Snell’s Law of 
Reflection is maintained for these two sets of rays. The essential observation is that the intersection points are evenly 
spread across the target, ensuring no target points go un-interrogated.
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The array specified as illustrated in Figure 4 can be used with the torus reflector to generate 2D slices. When 
the reflector and feed array are vertically translated, the 2D images can be stacked to create a 3D image.  
Furthermore, each image slice can be improved with small horizontal motion “dithering” by shifting slightly 
(2.7 degrees) to the right and left. Slightly translating to three horizontal positions is mechanically simpler 
and considerably faster to implement than the large motions currently employed, and the positons are more 
precisely controlled.
The modeled reconstruction of an ideal torso contour (in green) for a single position of the antenna array of 
Figure 4 is shown in Figure 7a (on the next page). These optimal reconstruction results have been obtained 

Figure 6: Ray paths for elliptical torus reflector showing rays originating at feed arc at the focal radius that is roughly 
1/2 the reflector radius, reflecting from the circular reflector contour, and then intersecting the target circular arc with 
radius about 1/6 of the reflector radius at the same points as the collimated rays from a transmitter at 50.0 degrees; and 
b) detail of specular points on target. Snell’s Law of reflection is maintained for these two sets of rays. Once again, for 
this offset transmitter, the intersection points are evenly spread across the target. 
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after many man-hours of work, using a variety of mathematical tools. The imaging is good, with no apprecia-
ble gaps along the reconstructed contour and almost all imaging artifacts below -10 dB. This is an important 
achievement— accurate imaging using only 7 transmitters and 48 receivers, compared to 11 transmitters 
and 151 receivers in previously reported antenna configurations. Combining the data from three positions 
per vertical slice yields the higher quality image with more uniform contour reconstruction shown in Figure 
7b.

To test the reconstruction of non-ideal contours, a protruding bump on the nominal torso contour was inves-
tigated. Figure 8 shows the imaging for single, centered observation and three-position dithering. The 7 cm 
wide, 3 cm tall circular protrusion is well-imaged in both centered and offset positions.

Figure 7: a) Reconstructed image using centered array (single position per vertical point); and b) three-position dither 
(+/- 2.7 degrees shift from centered).

Figure 8: Modeled reconstruction image of torso contour with protruding arc object centered (top) and to the right 
(bottom), for single (left) and three-position dithered imaging (right).
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The circuit boards that were designed in the previous year of Project R3-A.3 have been thoroughly tested and 
used this past year. Each transmitter feeding the reflector must be precisely aligned to the optimum focal po-
sition. This involves careful adjustment in six degrees of freedom, three axes of positional variation, and three 
angular orientations. Since the wavelength is only 5 mm, the adjustment had to be precise to within 0.3 mm, 
which is quite a challenge in an unconstrained 3D space. The results of the alignment for the vertical plane 
facing the reflector is shown as field intensity in dB in Figure 9. Note the narrow vertical illumination pattern, 
with very little variation in cross range. 

An example of the resolving capability of the toroidal antenna is shown in Figure 10 (on the next page). A 5 
mm diameter (one wavelength) vertical threaded rod (Fig. 10a) is scanned using only 1/3 of the receiving 
arc (Fig. 10b). The measured data is inverted to give the reconstruction in Figure 10c. Examining a magnified 
detail of the image (Fig. 10d), it is apparent that the cross range resolution is perfect at 5 mm, while the range 
resolution is about 20 mm, close to the limit established by the 7 GHz bandwidth (BW) c/2 BW.  
The particular imaging response of a weak penetrable dielectric is shown in Figure 11 (on the next page). In 
this case, a vertical metal surface has a 2.5 X 2.5 cm block of paraffin/titanium dioxide (TiO2) mounted on it 
(Fig. 11a). A single transmitter at 47.3 degrees illuminates the target, and a receiver array from 45 degrees 
to -56 degrees is used to measure the scattered field (Fig. 11b). The metal surface is reconstructed well, and 
the front surface of the dielectric appears clearly, though at 10 dB lower intensity. Also visible is the delayed 
and depressed response from the metal at the back surface of the dielectric block, which is due to slower 
wave propagation velocity both ways through the dielectric. It is important to observe that there are diagonal 
reconstruction artifacts associated with the offset transmitter position, but that the reconstruction is faithful 
to the actual position of the target object. In addition, this image indicates that the reflector has circularly 
symmetric performance, with excellent imaging even when illuminating by a 47.3 degrees offset transmitter.

Figure 9: Field intensity for the illumination pattern in the secondary focal plane, facing reflector.
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Figure 10: Reconstruction from experimental measurement with centered transmitter of a 5 mm diameter vertical 
threaded rod: a) physical layout; b) receiver arc used; c) enlargement of target image relative to secondary focal arc; 
and d) reconstruction details.

Figure 11: Reconstruction from experimental measurement of a 2.5 X 2.5 cm block of weak dielectric (wax, TNT sim-
ulant): a) physical layout; b) single transmitter (red dot) on primary focal arc at 47.3 degrees receiver arc used; and 
c) reconstruction details showing protrusion of front face of dielectric block and retarded secondary response from 
metal on its back surface.
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Figure 12 considers the reconstruction of a circular torso contour using a full receiver array and a single off-
set transmitter at 47.3 degrees. The image generated fits the severe curvature of the circular target arc, from 
about 60 degrees (the left edge of the reflector) to -10 degrees (a little past the specular angle of the circular 
arc normal which reflects to the -60 degrees edge of the receiving arc). The agreement between modeled and 
measured images is striking.
Figure 13 (on the next page) adds the images from the transmitter at 47.3 degrees and a symmetrically po-
sitioned second transmitter at -47.3 degrees, along with the full sweeping receiver arc lying on the primary 
focal arc. With just two transmitters, almost all of the circular contour is imaged to within the physical limits 
of accuracy. The remaining gaps and imaging artifacts will be further reduced when the other 5 transmitters 
are included in the final excitation configuration.
 It is clear that the reflector concept has been validated for multiple transmitters and a discrete array of re-
ceivers, and that it provides high resolution images of metallic and non-metallic target objects. 
Unfortunately, progress was significantly delayed by the discontinuation of availability of commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) electronics hardware. The Hittite subsidiary of Analog Devices, Inc. no longer offers the 
60 GHz transmitter and receiver chips. Instead, they have replaced them with new chips that do not include 
integrated antennas, but are slightly reconfigured to avoid random phase variations.  It should be mentioned 
that ALERT industry partner, Analog Devices, Inc., donated 100 of the new 60 GHz transmitter and receiver 
chips to Project R3-A.3.

While we welcome the improvement in phase stability (which demanded considerable effort last year), we 
now have been occupied with designing our own antenna, and changing the layouts of both the transmitter 
and the receiver circuit boards to accommodate the new hardware. 

Figure 12: Reconstruction images for a circular metal target arc scanned with single offset transmitter at 47.3 degrees: 
a) physical layout; b) receiver arc used; c) modeled reconstruction details relative to green contour ground truth; and 
d) experimentally measured reconstruction.
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A comparison of the 60 GHz electronics hardware is shown in Table 1.

Feature Old Transmitter Old Receiver New Transmitter New Receiver
Part number HMC6000LP711E HMC6001LP711E HMC6300 HMC6301

Size 7 x 11 mm 7 x 11 mm 4 x 6 mm 4 x 6 mm

Antenna Integrated Integrated Off-chip Off-chip

Freq. range 57-64 GHz 57-64 GHz 56.5 – 64 GHz 56.5 – 64 GHz

Interface Serial-programming 
custom

Serial-programming 
custom

Serial-programming 
custom

Serial-programming 
custom

Cost $30-150 (qty dep) $30-150 (qty dep) $20-110 (qty dep) $20-110 (qty dep)

The advantage of the new components (HMC6300 and HMC6301) are multi-fold:

• Smaller size/footprint (69% reduction in 2D footprint);
• External antenna allowing custom antennas to be designed by the end users to suit specific needs;
• Reduced cost in prototype (approximately 27% decrease from previous component) and in production 

(33% decrease from previous component); and
• Increased reliability as per manufacturer information and datasheets.
The new version designed of our radar modules, which is still covered under our pending patent, incorpo-
rates a main-board and daughter-board concept.
The transmitter board set is being designed first. The main transmitter board contains basic support compo-
nents and circuitry to power up and transmit information to the daughter board and can be made in simple 
low-cost circuit board materials. The transmitter daughter board only contains the 60 GHz components and 
the antenna required for 60 GHz communications.
With respect to the proposed layout shown in Figure 3, the strategy is similar to splitting up the board ac-
cording to its functions as shown in Figure 14 (on the next page). The strategy has been validated via the 
use of a manufacturer prototype mother board/daughter board concept as shown in Figure 15 (on the next 
page). In practice, our custom designed special purpose mother board will be significantly smaller than the 
evaluation board shown here.
This implementation reduces the prototyping cost by up to 80% while maintaining the reliability and reduc-
ing the risk. Risk reduction is achieved through the dissociation of the high and low frequency areas which 

Figure 13: Reconstruction image for a) a circular metal target arc scanned with two offset transmitters at 47.3 and -47.3 
degrees (red dots), and receiver arc used; and b) reconstruction from experimentally measured data.

Table 1: High-level specifications of the transmit/receive components.
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can now be tested and validated independently.  Reliability of the entire system is increased since any defec-
tive components can now be replaced independently of each other – malfunctioning of the high frequency 
or low frequency board components results in a replacement of only that part rather than the entire circuit 
board. 

The separated antenna we designed is a balanced microstrip patch. A patch antenna was the best candi-
date due to compatibility with the circuit board fabrication guidelines, as well as ease of fabrication of the 
structure. The required frequency band to match the manufacturer chipset is from 56.5-64GHz which is  
approximately 11% bandwidth. With typical patch designs having 2-5% bandwidth and a gain of approxi-
mately 8 dB, it was important to increase the bandwidth. This can be achieved via:

Figure 14: High frequency (daughter) and low frequency (mother) transmitter board sections.

Figure 15: Mother board/daughter board concept showing low frequency board (left) and high frequency daughter 
board (right) connected by a low frequency cable. Separating the much smaller high frequency component daughter 
board provide packaging advantages, such as reduced antenna beam blockage.
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1. Low permittivity substrate(s)—compatible with the daughter board concept since lower permittiv-
ity substrates are typically more expensive;

2. Increased height of the substrate; 
3. Non-contact feeding methods (difficult to fabricate);
4. Multi-resonator stack configuration (creates large thickness prototype); and
5. Frequency selective surfaces like an Electronic Band Gap to improve patch performances (gain, radi-

ation pattern, and bandwidth will be improved).
With these factors under consideration, a single layer differential patch design which is compatible with 
the HMC6300 chipset was proposed. The advantages of the differential patch are reduced noise, reduced 
feed line radiation (which is important to isolate the antenna), and thinner feed lines compatible with the 
HMC6300 output.
The antenna configuration is shown in Figure 16. The antenna is 120 X 62 mils (3.0 X 1.6 mm), while the feed 
line to the center of the antenna is 80 mils (2.0 mm).

With this design and optimized parameters for the specifications listed in Figure 16, the modeled antenna 
performance results are shown in Figures 17 and 18 (on the next page). Figure 17 presents the impedance 
match. The goal of less than -10 dB of return signal is satisfied for 56.5-67.5 GHz.

Figure 16: Patch antenna configuration compatible with new HMC6300 chipset.
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Figure 18 shows the E-plane and H-plane modeled radiation patterns for the patch antenna for seven fre-
quencies between 57 and 64 GHz. It is observed that the beam is fairly symmetric and wide, with the 3 dB 
H-plane (horizontal) beamwidth of 60 degrees. The vertical E-plane beamwidth is a bit tighter, being 40 de-
grees. This is favorable, since this E-plane illuminates the height of the reflector, which extends +/- 20 deg. as 
viewed from the feed. Note that there is minimal variation of the patterns with frequency, which means that 
the antenna will not affect the transmission or reception of signals differently for different signal within the 
wide frequency band.

Figure 18: Modeled radiation pattern results for differential patch antenna for various operating frequencies: E-plane 
(left), and H-plane (right).

Figure 17: Antenna impedance match for custom designed balanced microstrip patch antenna. 
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C.2.	 On-the-Move	Mm-Wave	Scanner	Concept

To meet the requirements of the next generation of millimeter-wave Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
person-scanning systems, the sensors must be configured to minimally impede the flow of subjects passing 
through the detectors. In the next phase of AIT research, we propose a hallway detection system, with two 
walls of sensors, one on each side of the path a subject would walk on, which cooperate with each other. The 
mm-wave signals are transmitted on one wall and received on both, and then transmitted on the other and 
received on both. This patent-pending configuration provides for imaging of not only the subject’s left and 
right sides, but also his front, as he approaches, and back, as he recedes. 
The Smiths Detection eqo system is uniquely suited for this application and it can be straightforwardly adapt-
ed to this new configuration. Unlike wideband radar sensing systems which require large, densely-filled, 
phased arrays of radar elements, the eqo reflect array provides a large aperture which can electronically and 
instantaneously raster scan across the subject. As the eqo reflect array is a large, cost-effective antenna aper-
ture, it can provide high resolution body images quickly enough for subjects moving past at typical walking 
speeds. The eqo is currently intended to be employed for subjects who move by and rotate to present all sides 
to the single sided sensor panel.
The novel configuration for the eqo-based hallway detector is to have a pair of facing cooperating panels with 
each focusing to the same point in space between them. This bistatic arrangement requires revised software 
and cabling, but since the current two-reflect array eqo system is already configured for bistatic sensing for 
image points at midpoint heights (i.e. at heights midway between the two arrays), there is no need for major 
hardware or timing changes. The positioning of the two hallway eqo sensors and the protocol for observing 
approaching, passing through, and receding subjects will have to be developed. The algorithms for direct 
(subject–free) signal removal, bistatic reconstruction, motion compensation, and stitching together body re-
construction from different body poses will have to be investigated as well.

D. Milestones

• In Year 4, we: 1) Built a highly accurate positioning structure that allows fine antenna element position-
ing for all elements in the array: 2) Redesigned and specified compact mm-wave printed circuit boards 
that fit the required tight packaging requirements; 3) Established a calibration protocol to minimize 
phase noise; 4) Custom redesigned new circuit board configurations to accommodate new transmitter 
and receiver chip sets (as the integrated radar/antenna modules are no longer being manufactured); and 
5) Designed and tested a separate microstrip patch antenna.

• We have succeeded in experimentally validating the fixed multistatic imaging concept. This is a prelimi-
nary result, with full validation being the major deliverable for Year 5, along with 3D imaging of surrogate 
human body torso and target surrogates. 

• The parallel plate guide has been fabricated and fitted with the same mm-wave radar modules (grouped 
into four receivers per printed circuit board), and the signal generation and acquisition hardware and 
software have been installed. Initial tests indicate the radar waves flow predominantly between the 
plates, from transmitter to receiver, and that the channel propagation characteristics are as modeled. 
While we have explored several means of calibrating to remove random phase offsets, it is clear now that 
with newly available RF electronics hardware this calibration has become unnecessary. This elimination 
of impediment should accelerate progress and lead to the eventual fully functional 2D hallway imaging 
system by the end of Year 5.

• Working in the retooling delay, we anticipate that the current low-cost RF hardware will be successfully 
tested and optimized by December 30, 2017, and that the full sparse array will be fabricated and fully 
tested by repositioning by February 28, 2017. The sparse array support structure will be built and fitted 
with RF boards by December 30, 2017. Measurements and reconstruction (with the help of Project R3-
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A.2) will be completed by June 2018.  Full, automatic 3D imaging, with material characterization, will be 
pursued during the summer and fall of 2018.

E. Future Plans

• Measurements and reconstruction will be completed by the end of Year 5 (June 30, 2018). This will rep-
resent the culmination of almost seven years of effort: identifying ways of improving the general AIT 
portal concept, reducing imaging artifacts, speeding up data acquisition and image reconstruction, and 
improving the materials characterization of concealed foreign objects.

• Full, automatic 3D imaging, with material characterization, will be pursued during the summer and fall 
of 2018. Operational control software and self-contained reconstruction code will have to be developed 
to minimize operator intervention. The current form of the system requires numerous instructions from 
an operator. These must be streamlined with appropriate engineering, preferably with help from system 
vendors with experience in these aspects.

• Before the AIT portal system can be released for field testing and possible certification, it must be con-
figured for operation with minimal operator involvement. Error trapping and automatic correction must 
be implemented, and unusual body shapes and sizes, along with difficult object cases must be tested and 
evaluated. This would be the goal, should Year 6 funding become available.

• The extension of the 2D On-the-Move hallway scanner to a full 3D version must wait until the next fund-
ing period, should it become available. It is a major project to develop this extension: conceiving the best 
radar module layout, optimizing 3D reconstruction algorithms, testing the system with computational 
simulation, purchasing radar and signal acquisition hardware, developing means of stitching together 
reconstructions from various poses, validation with phantoms, and eventual testing on walking humans. 
A reasonable time estimate for this effort is five years.

III. RELEVANCE AND TRANSITION

A. Relevance of Research to the DHS Enterprise

• The multistatic radar configuration employed in Project R3-A.3 extends imaging performance by giving 
multiple views of each body surface pixel and helps eliminate dihedral artifacts. Reducing false alarms, 
improving resolution, providing material characterization, reducing scan time, and lowering costs are all 
important aspects of value to the Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE).  

• The On-the-Move hallway scanner is one of the most challenging security innovations. It requires exten-
sive modeling and algorithm development, but appears to be within reach in the foreseeable future. Our 
two dimensional proof of principle experiment will demonstrate the physical realizability of 360 degree 
image reconstruction with minimal disruption to subject motion: a substantial improvement over all 
current threat detection systems.

B. Potential for Transition and Pathway to Transition

• The new technology appears to be of interest to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), which 
has offered to test a prototype at the Transportation Security Laboratory (TSL), perhaps after Year 5.  
Should tests prove successful and the scanner is shown to be superior, we will offer to partner with ex-
isting AIT manufacturers, such as L-3 Communication and Smiths Detection, Inc., or companies that are 
exploring entering the AIT market, such as Rapiscan Systems or Morpho Technology.

• We have established a collaborative relationship with Rapiscan Systems using funding from the John Ad-
ams Innovation Institute to work with the radar system developed in Project R3-A.3 to test the feasibility 
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of the On-the-Move sensing system. 
• We are working toward developing a joint project with Smiths Detection, Inc. on adapting their eqo sys-

tem into an On-the-Move sensing system. Using a cooperating two-sided raster scanning nearfield radar 
imaging configuration has the great advantage of keeping the number of RF transmitter and receiver 
hardware to a minimum while eliminating the need for the scanned subject to rotate in front of the de-
tecting array. This in turn will keep hardware costs low and allow people to pass through the detector 
without breaking stride.

C. Data and/or IP Acquisition Strategy

The multistatic Blade Beam reflector concept and the radar realization of the 60 GHz radio chips are protect-
ed by a pending patent.

D. Customer	Connections

• Claudius Volz, Christoph Weiskopf, Christopher Gregory, and Kris Roe at Smiths Detection, Inc. (Edge-
wood, MD USA and Wiesbaden Germany); biweekly telephone meetings.

• Shiva Kumar, Ed Morton, and Dan Strellis at Rapiscan Laboratories Inc. (Burlington, MA); quarterly dis-
cussions.

IV. PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION 

A. Education	and	Workforce	Development	Activities

1. Student Internship, Job, and/or Research Opportunities
a. Two high school students, participating in the Young Scholars Program, worked on calibration 

strategies, attempting to establish a self-calibration procedure without compromising image 
quality.

b. Four Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) students and three supported undergrad-
uate interns from Northeastern University performed research in building, calibrating, and test-
ing antenna systems, running imaging experiments, data collection and manipulation, and RF 
electronics debugging and installation.

B. Peer Reviewed Journal Articles 

1. Gonzalez-Valdes, B., Alvarez, Y., Mantzavinos, S., Rappaport, C.M., Las-Heras, F., & Martinez-Lorenzo, 
J.A. “Improving Security Screening: A Comparison of Multistatic Radar Configurations for Human 
Body Imaging.” IEEE Antennas and Propagation Magazine, Vol. 58, No. 4, August 2016, pp. 35-47.  
DOI:10.1109/MAP.2016.2569447

C. Peer Reviewed Conference Proceedings

1. Rappaport, C. “Improved Millimeter-Wave Radar Concealed-Threat Person Scanning.” Concealed Ex-
plosives	Detection	Workshop, Cambridge, UK, September 2016.

D. Other Presentations 

1. Seminars
a. Rappaport, C. “Improved Millimeter-Wave Radar Concealed-Threat Person Scanning.” Advanced 
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Development	for	Security	Applications	Workshop, November 16, 2016.
2. Short Courses

a. Rappaport, C. “Phased Arrays for Nearfield Imaging Applications in Complex Media.” Short 
Course for IEEE Phased Array Conference, Waltham, MA, October 21, 2016.

3. Briefings
a. Rappaport, C. “R3: Bulk Sensors and Sensor Systems.” Analog Devices Inc. Talk, September 13, 

2016, Presenter.

E. Technology Transfer/Patents

1. Patent Applications Filed (Including Provisional Patents)
a. Carey M. Rappaport, Anne Morgenthaler, Jose Angel Martinez-Lorenzo. “Characterization of di-

electric slabs attached to the body using focused millimeter waves.” Provisional Application No. 
62/316,002, March 17, 2017. 
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